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Abstract 
An orbital head of orbital forging press with double eccentric sleeve has four types of movement, but most workpieces are 
formed by circular movement. The motion equation is established according to the structure and the movement principle of 
orbital head. Then find that the rotational speed of inner and outer eccentric sleeves simply affects the rotation period of orbital 
head in circle and straight line movements, and not only affects the rotation period but also the movement shape in spiral and 
rose curve movements. The eccentricity of inner and outer eccentric sleeves can change the shape and size of the movement, 
adjust the distance from the movement to the center point, and change straight line movement into ellipse, spiral and rose curve 
movements do not cross through the center. It can solve the problem that straight line, spiral and rose curve movements pass the 
center, orbital angle is zero and the forming force increases sharply, achieve the continuous local deformation of workpiece 
during the forming process. 
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1. Introduction 
An orbital head with double eccentric sleeves can form four kinds of movement: circular, straight line, spiral, 
and rose curve as shown in Fig.1. The circular movement is suitable for forming rotary part, straight line 
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movement is suitable for forming long-strip part, the part that requires high standard of central portion uses spiral 
movement, and rose curve movement is suitable for forming the surface structural part. Four movements of orbital 
head lead to the widespread applications of orbital forging press. But in actual use,, most workpieces are formed by 
circular movement and few are made by straight line movement, while spiral and rose curve movements are 
seldom used. 
    
(a) Circle (b) Straight line (c) Spiral (d) Rose curve 
Fig. 1. Four movements of orbital forging press head. 
Nomenclature 
O geometric center of outer eccentric sleeve 
O1 geometric center of inner eccentric sleeve 
O2 central point of the end of orbital head axis 
e1 eccentricity of outer eccentric sleeve 
e2 eccentricity of inner eccentric sleeve 
Ȧ1 angular velocity of the outer eccentric sleeve 
Ȧ2 angular velocity of the inner eccentric sleeve 
ȡ polar radius of the center point of orbital shaft end 
ș  polar angle of the center point of orbital shaft end 
t  a time of the movement of orbital head 
2. Principles and equations 
2.1. Movement principle of orbital head 
In Fig. 2 which shows the transmission structure of orbital forging press, the end of orbital head shaft is driven 
by inner eccentric sleeve and outer eccentric sleeve, motor transmits the motion to gear pairĊ and outer eccentric 
sleeve through the belt, transmits the motion to gear pairĉby sliding gearĉor sliding gear Ċ in the gearbox and 
drives the inner eccentric sleeve to move. When sliding gearĉdisengages and sliding gear Ċ is at upper side, it 
can achieve the movement of inner and outer eccentric sleeves with same speed and same direction by idle gear, 
the movement of orbital head is circular. Sliding gear Ċis at lower side and it directly engages with the gear on the 
driving shaft of outer eccentric sleeve, inner and outer eccentric sleeves move with the same speed but reverse 
direction, orbital head moves in-line. When sliding gear Ċ disengages and sliding gearĉis at upper side, it 
directly engages with the gear on the driving shaft of outer eccentric sleeve, inner and outer eccentric sleeves move 
with different speed and reverse direction, the movement is multi-sheet. Sliding gearĉis at lower side and it can 
achieve the movement of inner and outer eccentric sleeves with same direction and reverse direction by idle gear, 
the movement of orbital head is spiral. 
The end of orbital head is fixed in inner and outer eccentric sleeves. There is an orbital angle between the 
centerline of orbital head shaft and the centerline of the equipment. The orbital head drives the upper die to 
continuous swing around center line of the equipment along the surface of workpiece to achieve continuous local 
forming. In circular movement, there is always the orbital angle, and workpieces are formed partially throughout 
the process. Other three movements all pass the center, where the centerline of orbital head coincides with the 
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equipment’s centerline and perpendiculars to the upper surface of the workpiece, the contact area between the 
workpiece and upper die expands, the forming force increases, orbital forging press lost the advantage of local 
forming. So, the orbital head has to bear more pressure and is more likely to be broken at this point. 
motion curve
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of transmission structure of orbital forging press. 
2.2. Motion equations of orbital head 
The movement of orbital head is a space curve, movements on orbital head are similar and different in size. So, 
the movement of orbital head can be represented by the upper endpoint of orbital head axis. The movement of 
orbital head is periodic. Initial phase angle of inner and outer eccentric sleeves can only change the starting and 
ending point on the movement and it does not change the shape of the movement. Therefore, set the initial phase 
angle of inner and outer eccentric sleeves as zero as shown in Fig. 3(a). The position relationship of inner and outer 
eccentric sleeves at the time‘t’ is shown in Fig. 3(b). Eccentricity vectors of inner and outer eccentric sleeves are 
shown in Fig. 3(c). 
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 Fig. 3. (a) Initial positions of inner and outer eccentric sleeves (b) Position relationship of inner and outer eccentric sleeves (c) Eccentricity 
vectors of inner and outer eccentric sleeves. 
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According to Fig. 3(c), establish the position equation of 2O , the center point of orbital shaft end, at the time t:  
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3. Movements analysis 
3.1. Inner and outer eccentric sleeves rotate with same speed and same direction 
When inner and outer eccentric sleeves rotate with same speed and same direction, set the angular velocity of 
rotation asZ , angular velocity of the inner and outer eccentric sleeves satisfy 1 2Z Z Z  . Put it into Eq. (1), and 
obtain the equation of motion curve of 2O :
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According to Eq. (3), when inner and outer eccentric sleeves rotate with same speed and same direction, the 
movement of the center point of orbital shaft end is a circle, the center O is geometric center of outer eccentric 
sleeve, the radius is eccentricity sum of inner and outer eccentric sleeves, shown in Fig. 4(a).
When eccentricity of inner and outer eccentric sleeves is equal, i.e. 1 2 e e e  , the equation of motion curve 
of 2O :  
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At this time, movement is a circle with taking O, geometric center of outer eccentric sleeve, as the center, and 
taking 2e as the radius as shown in Fig. 4 (b).  
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e1+
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1 2( )  a e ez 1 2( )  b e e e  
Fig. 4. Movement law when inner and outer eccentric sleeves rotate with same speed and same direction. 
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When inner and outer eccentric sleeves rotate with same speed and direction, no matter if the eccentricity of 
inner and outer eccentric sleeves are different or same, the movement is always a circle. The radius of the circle is 
the eccentricity sum of inner and outer eccentric sleeves.  
3.2. Inner and outer eccentric sleeves rotate with same speed and reverse direction 
When inner and outer eccentric sleeves rotate with same speed and reverse direction, set the angular velocity of 
rotation asZ , angular velocity of outer eccentric sleeve satisfies 1Z Z , and angular velocity of inner eccentric 
sleeve satisfies 2Z Z  . Put it into Eq. (1), and obtain the equation of motion curve of 2O : 
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According to Eq. (5), when inner and outer eccentric sleeves rotate with same speed and reverse direction, the 
movement is an ellipse with taking geometric center of outer eccentric sleeve as the center, taking  1 22  e e  as 
the long axis and taking 1 22  e e  as the short axis, see it in Fig. 5(a). 
When eccentricity of inner and outer eccentric sleeves is equal, i.e. 1 2 e e e  , the equation of motion curve 
of 2O  : 
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At this time, the movement is a straight line, the center O is geometric center of outer eccentric sleeve, and 
taking 4e as the length, as shown in Fig. 5(b).  
|e1-e2|
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Fig. 5. Movement law when inner and outer eccentric sleeves rotate with same speed and reverse direction. 
When inner and outer eccentric sleeves rotate with same speed and reverse direction and the eccentricity of 
inner and outer eccentric sleeves are different, the movement of orbital head is an ellipse with  1 22  e e as long 
axis and 1 22  e e as short axis. When eccentricity of inner and outer eccentric sleeves is equal, the movement is a 
straight line with the length of 4e. 
3.3. Inner and outer eccentric sleeves rotate with different speed and same direction 
When inner and outer eccentric sleeves rotate with different speed and same direction, set angular velocity of 
the outer eccentric sleeve 1 0Z ! , inner eccentric sleeve satisfies 2 0Z ! and 1 2Z Zz . The speed ratio of inner and 
outer eccentric sleeves is 1 2/n Z Z , 0n ! . 
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Polar equation of motion curve of 2O :  
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1 2max e eU   and 1 2min e eU   can be obtained by the equation(7). 
The motion is a spiral according to equation (7). When 1 2 e ee  , 0minU   and the motion curve goes through 
the geometric center of outer eccentric sleeve. By referring to Fig. 1 (c) spiral movement of orbital forging press 
head, assume 1 2Z Z!  and set the speed ratio of inner and outer eccentric sleeves as 1 2/ 8 / 7n Z Z  , as shown in 
in Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 6. Movement law of spiral movement. 
The spiral movement of orbital head is periodic. When the speed ratio of inner and outer eccentric sleeves takes 
different values, rotation cycles of spiral are different. The concept of rotation cycle is that in a motion cycle of 
orbital head, each time the angle of orbital head increases 2S  and spiral rotates a round. The speed ratio of inner 
and outer eccentric sleeves is determined by the number of engaged gear teeth in the gearbox. Once the number of 
gear teeth is fixed, speed ratio of inner and outer eccentric sleeves is determined. During a cycle of the spiral 
movement, rotation cycles of orbital head are a fixed value.  
3.4. Inner and outer eccentric sleeves rotate with different speed and reverse direction 
When inner and outer eccentric sleeves rotate with different speed and reverse direction, set angular velocity of 
the outer eccentric sleeve 1 0Z ! , and inner eccentric sleeve satisfies 2 0Z  , 1 2Z Zz . The speed ratio of inner 
and outer eccentric sleeves is 1 2/n Z Z  and 0n  .  
Polar equation of motion curve of 2O :  
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1 2max e eU  and 1 2min e eU   can be obtained by the equation(8). 
The motion is a rose curve according to equation (8). When 1 2 e ee  , 0minU   and the rose curve movement 
goes through the geometric center of outer eccentric sleeve. By referring to Fig. 1 (d) rose curve movement of 
orbital forging press head, the petal number of rose curve movement is 11. Assume 1 2Z Z! , and set 
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1 2/ 6 / 5n Z Z   , as shown in in Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 7. Movement law of rose curve movement. 
When the speed ratio of inner and outer eccentric sleeves takes different values, the petal number of rose curve 
is also different. The speed ratio of inner and outer eccentric sleeves is determined by the number of engaged gear 
teeth in the gearbox. Once the number of gear teeth is fixed, speed ratio of inner and outer eccentric sleeves is 
determined. Therefore, the petal number of rose curve movement of orbital head will not change.  
4. Conclusions 
When the eccentricity of inner and outer eccentric sleeves is equal i.e. 1 2e e , movements of orbital head all go 
through the center point O except the circular movement; when 1 2e ez , movement of orbital head moves in the 
area with O as the center, 1 22( )e e  as outer diameter and 1 22 e e  as inner diameter. The different size of 
eccentricity of inner and outer eccentric sleeves will not only change the shape size of movement but also adjust 
the distance from the movement to the center point, realizing that all the four movements will not go through the 
center point, thus solves the problem of the forming force increases when the orbital angle is zero, improves the 
stress state of orbital head, and achieves continuous local deformation of the whole forming process. 
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